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1.1 Executive Summary  

This document has the same contents as the previous issue of Release 1. The reason why it 

is released again is that FI-WARE has made an effort to create a unified and improved 

format. This is one of the key documents generated in the past that are provided in the new 

enhanced format for the sake of uniformity and readability. This document describes the 

usage of each Generic Enabler provided by the "Application and Services Ecosystem and 

Delivery Framework" chapter. Due to the different nature of the Apps and Services GEs, this 

document takes separate approaches for describing end user facing and backend Generic 

Enablers. For the backend Generic Enablers Marketplace, Repository, and Mediator, the 

necessary steps to develop a software application or a user interface which makes use of the 

Generic Enablers backend functionality are described. For the end user facing Application 

Mashup, Light Semantic Composition, Service Mashup, and Service Composition GE a more 

tutorial-like approach was chosen to guide a user through the process of using GE 

functionality.  
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1.2 About This Document  

This document comes along with the Software implementation of components, each release 

of the document being referred to the corresponding Software release (as per D.x.2), to 

provide documentation of the features offered by the components and interfaces to 

users/adopters. Moreover, it explains the way they can be exploited in their developments.  

1.3 Intended Audience  

The document targets users as well as programmers of FI-WARE Generic Enablers.  

1.4 Chapter Context  

The Generic Enablers for the Apps Chapter together can be used to build the core 

infrastructure for enabling a sustainable ecosystem of applications and services of future 

internet application domains, which foster innovation as well as cross-fertilization. In 

particular the Apps Generic Enablers supports unified description and publishing of services, 

matching demand and offering via marketplace capabilities, creating composed value added 

services and service networks, and monetization and revenue sharing, all in a 

complementary and harmonized business framework.  

The concept of the Generic Enabler implies that there can be several possible 

implementations. These implementations might even differ in their implementation approach. 

There are various degrees of flexibility in the non-functional properties or functional profile of 

the Generic Enabler description. For example the Composition Editor GE has 4 different 

implementations, relying on four different concepts and mechanisms for composition (event-

based, data-driven, mash-ups, business process composition). The reason is that there is no 

one-fits-all solution for all kinds of composition. Although the generic functionality is to create 

composite services and applications out of existing services by composing or connecting the 

parts, resulting in a new service, the mechanisms and tools for composition are quite 

different. Which concrete enabler implementation is used, depends on the context, the 

requirements of the use cases and the availability of interfaces in the target infrastructure. So 

a GE defines the generic functionality and gives a number of specifications that are to be 

used to be compliant.  

Not every GE has a RESTful Web interface. Especially the composition editors expose their 

functionality mainly through a User Interface. This case requires the interface to be described 

in an abstract way (e.g. what a user can do) and illustrated by screenshots of specific 

enabler implementations.  

A couple of basic enablers are important to realize the vision of such a service business 

framework which enables new business models in an agile and flexible way:  

 Repository - defines a standard way of publishing service description in the Web in a 

scalable way.  

 Registry - serves as a common database layer for run-time configuration and defines 

a common model and access interface.  

 Marketplace - defines a standard way to access market places in order to find and 

compare offerings from different stores and provides further functionality to foster the 

market for future internet applications and services in a specific domain.  
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 Revenue Sharing System - provides a common scheme and protocols for the 

calculation and distribution of revenues according to the agreed business models.  

 Service Composition - to compose existing services to value added composite 

services and applications, which can be monetized in the Business Framework.  

 Mediator - enables the interoperability between future internet services and 

applications and also allow to interface to existing enterprise systems.  

This set of self-contained enablers, described in this document, represents only an initial 

starting point for a future business framework. It is expected that supplemental enablers (e.g. 

for contracting, quotation ...) will be developed outside the FI-WARE projects.  

The Business Framework has been designed to inter operate with each other relying on 

Linked USDL as common uniform description format for services, which does not only focus 

on technical aspects of service but also covers business aspects as well as functional and 

non-functional service attributes. Linked USDL itself is not a Generic Enabler, since it is a 

data format and vocabulary specification. Nevertheless, it will be introduced as an Open 

Specification, which is used by different enablers in their provided and consumed APIs.  

The Applications and Services Generic Enablers are named according to their main 

functionality. While the role names, introduced in the FI-WARE Vision (Aggregator, Broker, 

Gateway ...), are used to describe the stakeholders of the service ecosystem in an abstract 

way, the enablers names now are referring to concrete software components.  

The following diagram gives an example of how the Generic Enablers can be combined to 

form a concrete architecture for a Service Business Framework.  

 
More information about the Apps Chapter and FI-WARE in general can be found within the 

following pages:  

http://wiki.fi-ware.eu  

Architecture_of_Applications_and_Services_Ecosystem_and_Delivery_Framework  

Materializing_Applications/Services_Ecosystem_and_Delivery_Framework_in_FI-

WARE  

http://wiki.fi-ware.eu/
http://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Architecture_of_Applications_and_Services_Ecosystem_and_Delivery_Framework
http://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Materializing_Applications/Services_Ecosystem_and_Delivery_Framework_in_FI-WARE
http://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Materializing_Applications/Services_Ecosystem_and_Delivery_Framework_in_FI-WARE
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:Apps-architecture.png
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1.5 Structure of this Document  

The document is generated out of a set of documents provided in the public FI-WARE wiki. 

For the current version of the documents, please visit the public wiki at http://wiki.fi-ware.eu/  

The following resources were used to generate this document:  

D.3.4.1b FI-WARE User and Programmers Guide front page  

Repository - User and Programmer Guide  

Marketplace - User and Programmer Guide  

Application Mashup - Wirecloud - User and Programmer Guide  

Service Mashup - Mashup Factory - User and Programmer Guide  

Light Semantic Composition - User and Programmer Guide  

Service Composition - User and Programmer Guide  

Mediator - User and Programmer Guide  

1.6 Typographical Conventions  

Starting with October 2012 the FI-WARE project improved the quality and streamlined the 

submission process for deliverables, generated out of the public and private FI-WARE wiki. 

The project is currently working on the migration of as many deliverables as possible towards 

the new system.  

This document is rendered with semi-automatic scripts out of a MediaWiki system operated 

by the FI-WARE consortium.  

1.6.1 Links within this document  

The links within this document point towards the wiki where the content was rendered from. 

You can browse these links in order to find the "current" status of the particular content.  

Due to technical reasons not all pages that are part of this document can be linked 

document-local within the final document. For example, if an open specification references 

and "links" an API specification within the page text, you will find this link firstly pointing to the 

wiki, although the same content is usually integrated within the same submission as well.  

1.6.2 Figures  

Figures are mainly inserted within the wiki as the following one:  

 

[[Image:....|size|alignment|Caption]] 

Only if the wiki-page uses this format, the related caption is applied on the printed document. 

As currently this format is not used consistently within the wiki, please understand that the 

rendered pages have different caption layouts and different caption formats in general. Due 

to technical reasons the caption can't be numbered automatically.  

1.6.3 Sample software code  

Sample API-calls may be inserted like the following one.  

 

http://wiki.fi-ware.eu/
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Repository_-_User_and_Programmer_Guide
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Marketplace_-_User_and_Programmer_Guide
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Application_Mashup_-_Wirecloud_-_User_and_Programmer_Guide
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Service_Mashup_-_Mashup_Factory_-_User_and_Programmer_Guide
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Light_Semantic_Composition_-_User_and_Programmer_Guide
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Service_Composition_-_User_and_Programmer_Guide
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Mediator_-_User_and_Programmer_Guide
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http://[SERVER_URL]?filter=name:Simth*&index=20&limit=10 
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2 Repository - User and Programmer Guide 
You can find the content of this chapter as well in the wiki of fi-ware. 

2.1 Introduction  

This document describes the necessary steps to develop a software application or a user 

interface which makes use of the Repository backend functionality. The Repository API is 

based on REST principles and generally returns XML or JSON encoded responses. Since 

REST is independent of a concrete programming language, you just have to know how to 

make an HTTP request in the programming language of your choice.  

2.2 User and Programmers Guide  

To give you a feeling of how the Repository works and how you can interact with the system 

let us take a look at some examples, realized with the command line tool cURL and in Java. 

'cURL' is a command which can be used to perform any kind of HTTP operation - and 

therefore is also usable for the Repository. The library libcurl enables the integration in C 

programs as well.  

2.2.1 Accessing the Repository with cURL  

2.2.1.1 Create an Offering with cURL  

This example shows how to create a resource with the command line tool 'cURL':  

 Create a Resource and save it to a file named test.txt  

 

Test Content 

 send the request to the server  

 

curl -v -H "Content-Type: text/plain" -X PUT --data "@test.txt" 

http://localhost:8080/FiwareRepository/v1/collectionA/collectionB/Re

sourceName 

 You should obtain the following message  

 

* About to connect() to localhost port 8080 (#0) 

*   Trying 127.0.0.1... connected 

> PUT /FiwareRepository/v1/collectionA/collectionB/ResourceName 

HTTP/1.1 

> User-Agent: curl/7.23.1 (i386-pc-win32) libcurl/7.23.1 zlib/1.2.5 

> Host: localhost:8080 

> Accept: */* 

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Repository%20-%20User%20and%20Programmer%20Guide
http://curl.haxx.se/
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> Content-Type: text/plain 

> Content-Length: 202 

> 

* upload completely sent off: 202 out of 202 bytes 

< HTTP/1.1 201 Created 

< Server: Apache-Coyote/1.1 

< Content-Length: 0 

< Date: Wed, 11 Jul 2012 11:38:29 GMT 

< 

* Connection #0 to host lo 

2.2.1.2 Delete a resource with cURL  

 send the request to the server  

 

curl -v -X DELETE 

http://localhost:8080/FiwareRepository/v1/collectionA/collectionB/Re

sourceName 

 You should obtain the following message  

 

* About to connect() to localhost port 8080 (#0) 

*   Trying 127.0.0.1... connected 

> DELETE /FiwareRepository/v1/collectionA/collectionB/ResourceName 

HTTP/1.1 

> User-Agent: curl/7.23.1 (i386-pc-win32) libcurl/7.23.1 zlib/1.2.5 

> Host: localhost:8080 

> Accept: */* 

> 

< HTTP/1.1 204 No Content 

< Server: Apache-Coyote/1.1 

< Date: Wed, 11 Jul 2012 12:13:26 GMT 

< 

* Connection #0 to host localhost left intact 

* Closing connection #0 

In this case the HTTP DELETE operation is used. The Repository uses the Create Retrieve 

Update Delete (CRUD) operations which map almost to the HTTP verbs PUT, GET, POST 

and DELETE.  
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2.2.2 Accessing the Repository with Java  

2.2.2.1 Create a Resource  

 The following functions demonstrates how you can upload a new resource, or update 

an existing resource on the repository. repositoryURL is the base URL of the 

Repository, resourceID is the path to the resource, file is the file you want to 

upload as resource.  

 

public Boolean insertResourceContent(String repositoryURL, String 

resourceId, String file){ 

 try { 

  HttpClient httpclient = new DefaultHttpClient(); 

  HttpPost httppost = new 

HttpPost(repositoryURL+resourceId); 

 

  MultipartEntity reqEntity = new MultipartEntity(); 

 

  File f = new File(file);   

  FileBody bin = new FileBody(f); 

 

  StringBody mimeType = new StringBody(new 

MimetypesFileTypeMap().getContentType(f)); 

  StringBody comment = new StringBody(f.getName());    

 

  reqEntity.addPart("filename", comment); 

  reqEntity.addPart("mimeType", mimeType); 

  reqEntity.addPart("filedata", bin);   

 

  httppost.setEntity(reqEntity); 

  HttpResponse response; 

 

  response = httpclient.execute(httppost); 

  HttpEntity resEntity = response.getEntity(); 

 

 

  return true; 

 } catch (UnsupportedEncodingException e) { 

  e.printStackTrace(); 
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 } catch (ClientProtocolException e) { 

  e.printStackTrace(); 

 } catch (IOException e) { 

  // TODO Auto-generated catch block 

 } 

 return false; 

} 

2.2.2.2 Delete a Resource  

 The following function demonstrates how you can delete a resource which is stored in 

the Repository. repositoryURL is the base URL of the Repository, resourceID is 

the path to the resource.  

 

public Boolean deleteResource(String repositoryURL, String 

resourceID){ 

 try { 

  ClientRequest request = new 

ClientRequest(repositoryURL+resourceID); 

  request.accept("application/xml"); 

  ClientResponse<String> response = 

request.delete(String.class);   

  ClientUtil.visualize(request, response, "Delete 

Resource"); 

 

  if(response.getStatus() == 200){ 

   return true; 

  } 

 

 } catch (Exception e) { 

  e.printStackTrace(); 

 } 

 return false; 

} 
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3 Marketplace - User and Programmer Guide 
You can find the content of this chapter as well in the wiki of fi-ware. 

3.1 Introduction  

This document describes the necessary steps to develop a software application or a user 

interface which makes use of the marketplace backend functionality. The Marketplace API is 

based on REST principles and generally returns XML or JSON encoded responses. Since 

REST is independent of a concrete programming language, you just have to know how to 

make an HTTP request in the programming language of your choice. You must authenticated 

all your requests to the Marketplace API with username and password.  

3.2 User and Programmers Guide  

To give you a feeling of how the marketplace works and how you can interact with the 

system let us take a look at some examples, realized with the command line tool cURL and 

in Java. 'cURL' is a command which can be used to perform any kind of HTTP operation - 

and therefore is also usable for the Marketplace. The library libcurl enables the integration in 

C programs as well.  

3.2.1 Accessing the Marketplace with cURL  

3.2.1.1 Create an offering with cURL  

This example shows how to create an offering with the command line tool 'cURL':  

 Create a message body and save it to a file named messageBody.xml  

 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?> 

<resource name="myService"> 

 <url>[URL_TO_RESOURCE]</url> 

</resource> 

 send the request to the server  

 

 curl -v -H "Content-Type: application/xml" -X PUT --data 

"@messageBody.xml" -u "demo:demo" 

http://[SERVER_URL]/FiwareMarketplace/v1/offering/store/[STORE_NAME]

/offering 

 You should obtain the following message  

 

* About to connect() to localhost port 8080 (#0) 

*   Trying 127.0.0.1... connected 

* Server auth using Basic with user 'demo' 

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Marketplace%20-%20User%20and%20Programmer%20Guide
http://curl.haxx.se/
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> PUT /FiwareMarketplace/v1/offering/store/testStoreAB/offering 

HTTP/1.1 

> Authorization: Basic ZGVtbzpkZW1v 

> User-Agent: curl/7.23.1 (i386-pc-win32) libcurl/7.23.1 zlib/1.2.5 

> Host: [SERVER_URL] 

> Accept: */* 

> Content-Type: application/xml 

> Content-Length: 202 

> 

* upload completely sent off: 202 out of 202 bytes 

< HTTP/1.1 201 Created 

< Server: Apache-Coyote/1.1 

< Set-Cookie: JSESSIONID=0677F2F6E8CC6276D3CE59382CDBF887; 

Path=/FiwareMarketplace 

< Content-Length: 0 

< Date: Wed, 11 Jul 2012 09:49:27 GMT 

< 

* Connection #0 to host localhost left intact 

* Closing connection #0 

In this case the HTTP PUT operation is used. The Marketplace uses the Create Retrieve 

Update Delete (CRUD) operations which map almost to the HTTP verbs PUT, GET, POST 

and DELETE.  

3.2.1.2 Full Text Search cURL  

This examples demonstrates how to perform a full text search for offerings.  

Send a search request to the server:  

 

curl -v -H "Content-Type: application/xml" -X GET -u "demo:demo" 

http://[SERVER_URL]/FiwareMarketplace/v1/search/offerings/fulltext/t

est 

 You should obtain a result body similar to the result shown below:  

 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?> 

<searchresults> 

 <searchresult> 

  <matches> 

   <match> 

    <literal>Test Service</literal> 
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    <luceneScore>1.0</luceneScore> 

    <text>Test Text</text> 

    </match> 

   </matches> 

   <service name="TestService"> 

   ... 

 </searchresult> 

</searchresults> 

 

3.2.2 Accessing the Marketplace with Java  

3.2.2.1 Create Client Request with username and password 

 You need a client request object to perform operations on the marketplace. For that 

you have to authenticate yourself against the Marketplace using username and 

password:  

 

String user = "USERNAME"; 

String password = "PASSWORD";   

String endpoint = "SERVER_URL" 

 

 

URI uri=null; 

try { 

 uri = new URI(uriString); 

} catch (URISyntaxException e1) { 

 e1.printStackTrace(); 

} 

 

Credentials credentials = new UsernamePasswordCredentials(user, 

pwd); 

HttpClient httpClient = new HttpClient(); 

httpClient.getState().setCredentials(AuthScope.ANY, credentials); 

httpClient.getParams().setAuthenticationPreemptive(true); 

 

ClientExecutor clientExecutor = new 

ApacheHttpClientExecutor(httpClient); 
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ClientRequestFactory fac = new ClientRequestFactory(clientExecutor, 

uri); 

ClientRequest request = 

fac.createRequest(endpoint+"/offering/store/"+storeName+"/offering")

;   

 Now you can can perform different operations on the defined endpoint. In this 

example the HTTP PUT operation is used.  

 

3.2.2.2 Create a Resource  

 

 request.body("application/xml", input); 

 ClientResponse<String> response; 

 response = request.put(String.class);   

 if(response.getStatus() == 201){ 

  return true; 

 }  

 According to the REST design principles, you can also use request.post(...), 

request.get(), request.delete() on an endpoint to update, get or delete 

resources.  
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4 Application Mashup - Wirecloud - User and 
Programmer Guide 

You can find the content of this chapter as well in the wiki of fi-ware. 

4.1 Introduction  

This page contains the User and Programmer Guide for the Wirecloud Mashup Platform, a 

reference implementation of the Application Mashup Generic Enabler based on an Open 

Source project, Wirecloud. The corresponding online documentation is continuously updated 

and improved, and provides the most appropriate source to get the most up to date 

information on instalation and administration.  

4.2 User Guide  

Web mashups integrate heterogeneous data, application logic, and UI components 

(widgets/gadgets) sourced from the Web to create new coherent and value-adding 

composite applications.  

Web mashups are targeted at leveraging the "long tail" of the Web of Services by exploiting 

rapid development, DIY, and shareability. They typically serve a specific situational (i.e. 

immediate, short-lived, customized, specific) need, frequently with high potential for reuse. Is 

this "situational" character which preclude them to be offered as 'off-the-self' functionality by 

solution providers.  

Web mashups can be manually developed using conventional web programming 

technologies (e.g. see http://programmableweb.com). But this approach fails to take full 

advantage of the approach. Mashup tools and platforms like WireCloud aim at development 

paradigms that do not require programming skills and, hence, address end users, thus 

leveraging the long tail of the Web of Services.  

WireCloud builds on cutting-edge end-user development, RIA and semantic technologies to 

offer a next-generation end-user centred mashup platform aimed at leveraging the long tail of 

the Internet of Services.  

4.2.1 Key Features  

Wirecloud helps end users to innovate through experimentation by choosing the best suited 

widgets and prefab mashups (a.k.a. mashup-lets) for your devised mashup from a vast, ever-

growing distributed catalogue.  

WireCloud offers its main features through two integrated tools:  

1. The wiring editor, which allows you to easily connect widgets in a mashup to create 

a full-fledged dashboard with RIA functionality  

2. The piping editor, which allows you to easily connect widgets to back-end services 

or data sources through an extendable set of operators, including filters, aggregators, 

adapters, etc.  

Besides, WireCloud allows you to easily share your newly created mashup with other 

colleagues and users. Comment it, tag it and rate it to foster discoverability and shareability. 

Wirecloud helps to build a strong community by commenting, tagging and rating others' 

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Application%20Mashup%20-%20Wirecloud%20%20-%20User%20and%20Programmer%20Guide
http://conwet.fi.upm.es/wirecloud
https://wirecloud.conwet.fi.upm.es/docs/
http://programmableweb.com/
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widgets, operators and mashups. The platform will also do its best to complement your 

contribution.  

4.2.2 Creating a new workspace  

Mashups in Wirecloud are built in the context of workspaces. A workspace consists of the 

set of widgets and operators that can be mashed-up, even spanning multiple tabs. Widgets 

and operators in a workspace can share data though data flow- or event-based mechanisms.  

The workspace in use is shown in the upper-left border of the screen, concatenated to the 

WireCloud logo. It resembles the well-known REST nomenclature. For example, the 

following screenshot shows a workspace named “GeoWidgets”, pertaining the user “admin” 

and running in the Conwet Lab’s instance of WireCloud, i.e. it is named 

WireCloud/admin/GeoWidgets (the WireCloud logo is part of the workspace’s name).  

 
To create a new workspace, select the “Editor” view in the menu shown at the upper-right 

corner of the window (when selected, the tag of an option is larger than the rest):  

 
The default “Empty Workspace” is then shown, and you can click on it to expand the 

dropdown menu for workspaces:  

 
Once expanded, the menu shows a list of the most recently used workspaces (see 

MyContacts, IssueTrouble and Empty Workspace in the figure below) that allows you to 

quickly access them, followed by a list of options:  

1. “Rename” allows you to change the name of the current workspace,  

2. “Settings” allows you to change the settings of the current workspace,  
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3. “Remove” allows you to delete the current workspace,  

4. “New workspace” allows you to create a new workspace,  

5. “Publish” allows you to export the current workspace to a catalogue.  

If you want to create a new workspace named “GeoWidgets”, choose “New workspace” in 

the dropdown menu:  

 
A dialog will pop up requiring a name for the new workspace. Type the desired name and 

click the accept button. The name should not contain spaces or other special characters:  

 
Once accepted, the name of the new workspace is shown in the upper-left corner of the 

window:  
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4.2.3 Browsing the Marketplace  

4.2.3.1 Marketplaces and Stores  

A mashup tool like WireCloud must support access to a marketplace made up of stores, 

where people can offer and deal with services made accessible through widgets and 

operators, like goods, and finally mashup them to value added services and applications.  

On the marketplace you can quickly find and compare widgets and operators, which enable 

you to attend an industry-ecosystem better than before. Widgets, operators, and even pre-

built mashups become tradable goods, which can be offered and acquired on Internet based 

marketplaces. Partner companies and other users can combine existing services to new 

services whereby new business models will be incurred and the value added chain is 

extended.  

We differentiate the marketplace from a store. While a store is owned by a store owner who 

has full control over the specific (limited) widget, operator and mashup portfolio and offerings, 

a marketplace is a platform for many stores to make their offerings available to a broader 

audience and enable consumers to search and compare widgets, operators and pre-built 

mashups and find the store, where to buy. The final business transaction (buying) is done at 

the store and the whole back office process is handled by the store.  

The following figure shows a screenshot of WireCloud where you can see the FiWare 

marketplace and the different stores made available through it.  
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4.2.3.2 Choosing an available marketplace  

When looking for an offer of widgets, operators and mashup-lets, you first need to choose a 

marketplace. Use the dropdown menu shown in the workspace path for this purpose.  

 
As you can see in the previous screenshot, the menu allows you to choose among the most 

recently accessed marketplace, to add a new marketplace (you only need to provide its URL) 

and to delete a previously accessed one.  

WireCloud offers a built-in local marketplace, which allows you to search the local catalogue 

of available widgets and operators. The following figure shows a screenshot of the local 

catalogue of widgets made available in a given instance of WireCloud.  

 
If you are a widget developer with brand new widgets to share, or you just have downloaded 

a Wirecloud-compliant widget from anywhere, you can easily upload your new widgets to the 

built-in local catalogue through the "upload" option in the dropdown menu.  
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4.2.3.3 Choosing an available store  

Stores in WireCloud are associated to a specific marketplace. Therefore, to surf a store you 

first need to choose the marketplace that publishes it. In the following figure, the user uses 

the dropdown menu to choose FiWare’s marketplace:  

 
Once in the FiWare marketplace, the store dropdown menu shows all its available stores 

(CoNWeT, MyNewStore and AnotherStore). You can add a new one by providing its URL. 

The following figure shows the options available in the stores dropdown menu:  

 
Last, but not least, you can also surf the entire marketplace and see the global offer at a 

glace by choosing “All stores”. The following figure shows the entire offer of widgets available 

in the FiWare marketplace:  
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4.2.4 Building a new mashup  

Following the steps described above, go to the Editor view:  

 
And create a new workspace:  

 
Name it “GeoWidgets” and accept:  
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The name of the new workspace will be shown in the upper-left corner of the window:  

 
Go then to the Marketplace to choose among the widgets available in the catalogue those 

you want to use in your mashup:  

 
To ensure that you find the required widgets for this example mashup, go to the built-in Local 

marketplace:  

 
You will then be presented with a catalogue of widgets that includes the ones used in this 

example:  
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Look for the Web Map Service widget and add it to your workspace (use the Add button):  

 
The tool automatically changes to the Edit view and presents the selected widget in the 

design canvas. Now you can move and resize it until you obtain the desired layout:  

 
Return to the Marketplace view and add a second “Web Map Service” and a “GeoRSS 

Reader”. After rearranging them you will be presented with the following view, which shows 

you the three widgets in the default tab. You can see the tabs used in your workspace at the 

footer bar, and you can create new tabs to better organize the distribution of the widgets in 
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your mashup. For example, if you want to create an information dashboard for monitoring the 

VMs you have deployed in the cloud, you would want to organize the information into 

different tabs: one per VM.  

 

4.2.4.1 Changing the settings of a widget  

Once you have added the desired widgets to your mashup and you have placed and resized 

them to configure the information dashboard of your choice, you can change their settings. 

To do so, go to the upper-right corner of the widget and click the properties icon as shown in 

the following screen shot  

 
You will then be presented with a dropdown menu with four different options.  

 
The "Reload" option will reload the widget just in case of need (reloading the whole 

Wirecloud is not always needed)  
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The "Full Dragboard" option will maximize the selected widget, so it will take up the full 

canvas area.  

If you click on the "Extract from grid" option, the widget will be lifted up from the canvas, 

allowing you to site it wherever you want on the canvas, even on top of other widgets.  

Finally, click on the settings and you will be prompted with a customized dialog for the 

settings of the widget. In this example, the GeoRSS Reader should be provided with a URL 

for the desired feed, such as http://feeds.reuters.com/reuters/worldNews.  

 
After configuring the settings, the widget will start reading from the chosen feed and will show 

a list of news. By clicking on each item of news you will see the text of it.  

http://feeds.reuters.com/reuters/worldNews
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At this time, you have created a mashup of two different maps, each with its own layer (street 

view, satellite view, etc.), and a GeoRSS Reader where you can choose items from the list of 

news. The result is the same as you can achieve using other widget platforms like iGoogle: 

Each widget is isolated and cannot respond to data flows or events coming from the rest of 

widgets in the mashup.  

 
Imagine now that you want the position and the zoom in each map to get automatically 

synchronized, so that, when you change the position or the zoom in one of them, the other 

one repositions and/or resizes automatically. Moreover, if you want to place in the map the 

location where the GeoRSS Reader's item of news refers to, WireCloud allows you to 

achieve this behavior by means of the concept of wiring.  

4.2.4.2 Wiring the widgets  

Once you have chosen the desired widgets, you can wire them to enable their 

intercommunication and to achieve coordinated behaviour. Widgets in WireCloud are 

capable of sending and/or receiving events and data through well-identified ports called 

Slots. When you connect two compatible slots, the second one (i.e. the input or target slot) 
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prepares to receive data flows and/or events coming from the first one (i.e. the output or 

source slot).  

To wire the widgets in your mashup go to the Wiring view of the tool:  

 
You will then be presented with the set of widgets (and operators, as we will see later) you 

have previously chosen from the catalogue. Simply drag one of them at a time and drop it on 

the editor canvas:  

 
Once you have (some of) the widgets in the canvas you want to wire, click on one output slot 

in one widget and drag the icon to the input slot of your choice in a second widget. The tool 

automatically connects them and starts the communication instantly.  
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If you return to the “Edit” window, you will see that the two map widgets are now 

automatically synchronized in size and positioning. You can use the one of your choice to 

move to a new location. The other one will automatically. This is very useful when you use 

different base layers (e.g. Google Map and Open Street Map) in each map.  

Continue wiring the rest of the widgets in your mashup following your intuition and the 

documentation and contextual help offered by each widget. For example, it appears to be 

intuitive to connect the Location info output slot in the GeoRSS Reader with the 

corresponding input slot in each Web Map Service widget with the purpose of reading the 

news local to the region you are displaying in the map:  
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Once you have wired the widgets, you can return to the Editor view and see the results. In 

this case, the maps will automatically reposition whenever you choose news to present it in 

the context of the place it refers to:  

 
Return now to the Wiring view of the tool and complete the mashup wiring the widgets as 

shown in the following figure:  
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The difficulty perceived in that wiring is not inherent to the wiring itself, but to the widgets 

being used and, in the end, to the geospatial services domain. At least a basic knowledge of 

the WMS standard and of concepts such as Nomenclator and Feature is required to fully 

understand the rest of the example, but it is provided for the sake of completeness and to the 

full and to better show the true potential of the wiring concept.  

Again in the Marketplace view, add a WMS-Nomenclator-GeoRSS and a GetFeatureInfo 

widget. The first one serves the purpose of accessing WMS Services and providing the maps 

with information about features. The second one will be used to show information about 

features to the user.  
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In particular, we want to show land value information (catastro in spanish), so we need to 

select that service in the WMS Nomenclator GeoRSS widget:  

 
Because we have connected the WMS Nomenclator GeoRSS widget to the Web Map 

Service widget, the information about the selected service will be made instantly accessible 

to the latter. Then, once the "catastro" service is selected in the WMS Nomenclator GeoRSS 
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widget, you can proceed and configure the Web map Service to use that WMS service and 

set it as the base layer for the map:  

 
The following figure shows a screen shot of the full-fledged mapping mashup. When the user 

shows the “Santiago Bernabeu” in the rightmost map, the leftmost map automatically shows 

the land value information about that famous building and, if you click on that building in the 

leftmost map, the GetFeatureinfo widget shows the land value reference for the property, 

which in turn links to a web page with more detailed information.  

 
Now, the two maps are synchronized in size and positioning, and the GetFeatureInfo widget 

shows the land value reference of the property selected in the map located to the far left. You 
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can now easily follow the land value reference link to check out the property value and other 

data.  

4.2.4.3 Piping operators  

To show the use of operators, we will propose the creation of a new mashup: its purpose is 

to provide the user with a tool to easily surf her contacts, taken from any service or 

application capable of providing a list of vcards, choose one of them and use one of the 

available communication channels to establish or continue a conversation with her. The 

following figure shows an example of such mashup. The user has chosen one of her 

contacts obtained from her GMail/Google account and has initiated a conversation with him 

through Twitter.  

 
To create this mashup, you need to go to the Edit view and create a new workspace with the 

name "MyContacts".  
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Next, enter the Marketplace view, choose the FiWare marketplace and view the widgets that 

have been made available through all its stores.  
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After adding a Generic chat window widget, a Contact info widget and a Contact list widget, 

return to the Edit view and rearrange the three new widgets. The result will be as shown in 

the next figure:  

 
Bearing in mind that the three widgets remain disconnected, it is easy to understand the 

reason why two of them show warnings like "Contact info needed. Have you wired the 

widget?" or "Add Contacts".  

 
Then, go to the Wiring view, drag each of the three widgets you want to wire and drop them 

in the editor's canvas as shown in the following figure. You will also need an operator to help 

you pick your contacts from your GMail/Google account and pass them to the Contact List 

widget.  
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As you can see, using operators is as easy as using widgets. They are provided with input 

and output slots too, and you can wire them the same way you wire widgets. After having 

wired the three widgets, and having provided the Contact list widgets with an appropriate 

source of information, the widgets in the Editor view will show the functionality shown in the 

next figure:  

 
As you can see, the Contact List widget is now populated with your personal contacts, which 

come from your GMail/Google account, and the Contact info widget automatically shows the 

contact info for every contact you choose in the contact list. Nevertheless, you still have not 

wired the Generic chat window with the target communication channel.  

Return to the Wiring view and add a Send Tweet operator to the canvas. The following figure 

shows how to wire it to the Generic chat windows in order to make each text you introduce in 

the chat window appear in your contact's twitter account.  

 
The result can be seen in the Editor view  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:Wirecloud_UG_45.png
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:Wirecloud_UG_46.png
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:Wirecloud_UG_45.png
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:Wirecloud_UG_46.png
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One of the most important characteristics that should be intrinsic to the design of widgets is 

that they must be as generic as possible. For example it makes much more sense to have a 

generic Contact List widget that can be wired through an operator to any source of contacts 

of your choice, than to have an specific one that has hard-coded the source of information. 

Operators represents the means to achieve this generality, because they represents the 

means to dynamically associate the widgets with the concrete services or sources of 

information you want to use in the context of a particular mashup.  

4.2.5 Additional sources of information  

See The WireCloud website for more information. You will find helpful resources such as 

demo videos, a demo "sandbox" where you will have the opportunity to register and use the 

tool as a service for free. In that demo deployment of the platform, you will be provided with a 

catalogue of general purpose widgets, operators and prefab mashups that you can use to 

experiment and to build new added-value mashups.  

4.3 Programmer Guide  

4.3.1 Widget development  

Before starting the creation of a widget, the developer should be aware of certain design 

principles of the widgets:  

 Widgets are supposed to be small, reusable and user centric web applications.  

 Generic widgets are desirable, but ad-hoc solutions are allowed too if they are quick 

and cheap enough.  

 Widgets should be adapted to real problems.  

 Widgets are elements of the front-end layer (View). It's not desirable for widgets to 

perform back-end layer functions (controller or model) because they can be provided 

by the platform (persistent state).  

http://conwet.fi.upm.es/wirecloud/
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:Wirecloud_UG_47.png
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 During the development of widgets any technology accepted by web browsers 

(XHTML, JavaScript, SVG, Flash, applets ....) can be used.  

Widgets are formed by three different components:  

 Template, which is a declarative description of the widget, and represents its main 

entry point. This file contains, among other things, references to the rest of resources 

of a widget.  

 Code, composed of HTML, JavaScript and CSS files containing the definition and the 

behaviour of the widget.  

 Static resources, such as images, documentation and other static resources.  

4.3.1.1 Javascript API  

The Widget Javascript API allow Widgets to access the functionalities offered by the Mashup 

Execution Engine like widget interconnection, state persistence, access to the cross-

domain proxy, ...  

MashupPlatform.http  

buildProxyURL  

builds a URL suitable for working around the cross-domain problem. It is usually handled 

using the wirecloud proxy but it also can be handled using the access control request 

headers if the browser has support for them. If all the needed requirements are meet, this 

function will return a URL without using the proxy.  

MashupPlatform.http.buildProxyURL(url, options) 

 url is the target URL.  

 options is an object with request options (see the request options section for more 

details).  

makeRequest  

sends a HTTP request.  

MashupPlatform.http.makeRequest(url, options) 

 url is the URL to which to send the request.  

 options is an object with a list of request options (see the request options section for 

more details).  

request options  

General options:  

 asynchronous (Boolean; default true): Determines whether XMLHttpRequest is 

used asynchronously or not. Synchronous usage is strongly discouraged — it halts all 

script execution for the duration of the request and blocks the browser UI.  

 contentType (String; default application/x-www-form-urlencoded): The Content-

type header for your request. Change this header if you want to send data in another 

format (like XML).  

 encoding (String; default UTF-8): The encoding for the contents of your request. It is 

best left as-is, but should weird encoding issues arise, you may have to tweak this.  
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 method (String; default POST): The HTTP method to use for the request. The other 

common possibility is GET. Abiding by Rails conventions, Prototype also reacts to 

other HTTP verbs (such as put and delete) by submitting via post and adding an extra 

_method parameter with the originally-requested method.  

 parameters (Object): The parameters for the request, which will be encoded into the 

URL for a get method, or into the request body for the other methods.  

 postBody (String): Specific contents for the request body on a post method. If it is 

not provided, the contents of the parameters option will be used instead.  

 requestHeaders (Object): A set of key-value pairs, with properties representing 

header names.  

 forceProxy (Boolean; default false): Sends the request through the proxy 

regardless of the other options passed.  

 context (Object; default null) is the value to be passed as the this parameter to the 

callbacks.  

Callback options:  

 onSuccess: Invoked when a request completes and its status code belongs in the 

2xy family. This is skipped if a code-specific callback is defined (e.g., on200), and 

happens before onComplete.  

 onFailure: Invoked when a request completes and its status code exists but is not in 

the 2xy family. This is skipped if a code-specific callback is defined (e.g. on403), and 

happens before onComplete.  

 onXYZ (with XYZ representing any HTTP status code): Invoked just after the 

response is complete if the status code is the exact code used in the callback name. 

Prevents execution of onSuccess and onFailure. Happens before onComplete.  

 onException: Triggered whenever an XHR error arises. Has a custom signature: the 

first argument is the requester (i.e. an Ajax.Request instance), and the second is the 

exception object.  

 onComplete: Triggered at the very end of a request's life-cycle, after the request 

completes, status-specific callbacks are called, and possible automatic behaviors are 

processed. Guaranteed to run regardless of what happened during the request.  

MashupPlatform.wiring  

pushEvent  

sends an event through the wiring.  

MashupPlatform.wiring.pushEvent(outputName, data) 

 outputName is the name of the output endpoint as defined in the WDL.  

 data is the content of the event.  

registerCallback  

registers a callback for a given input endpoint. If the given endpoint already has registered a 

callback, it will be replaced by the new one.  

MashupPlatform.wiring.registerCallback(inputName, callback) 

 inputName is name of the input endpoint as defined in the WDL.  

 callback is the callback function to use when an event reaches the given input 

endpoint.  
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MashupPlatform.prefs  

get  

Retrieves the value of a preference.  

MashupPlatform.prefs.get(key) 

 key is the preference to fetch.  

registerCallback  

Registers a callback for listening preference changes.  

MashupPlatform.prefs.registerCallback(callback) 

 callback is the callback function that will be called when the preferences of the 

widget changes.  

set  

Sets the value of a preference.  

MashupPlatform.prefs.set(key, value) 

 key is the identifier of the preference.  

 value is the new value to use for the preference.  

MashupPlatform.widget  

getVariable  

returns a widget variable by its name.  

MashupPlatform.Widget.getVariable(name) 

 name is the name of the variable to retreive.  

drawAttention  

makes Wirecloud notify that the widget needs user's attention.  

MashupPlatform.Widget.drawAttention() 

id  

returns the widget id.  

MashupPlatform.Widget.id 

log  

writes a message into the wirecloud's log console.  

MashupPlatform.Widget.log(msg, level) 

 msg is the text of the message to log.  

 level is an optional parameter with the level to uses for logging the message. (By 

default: info).  
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5 Service Mashup - Mashup Factory - User and 
Programmer Guide 

You can find the content of this chapter as well in the wiki of fi-ware. 

5.1 Introduction  

The Composition Engine used by Mashup Factory is a 3rd party BPEL engine that is no 

longer available to the public. The following description was extracted from the 3rd party 

BPEL engine userguide. This documentation was provided by www.activebpel.org. There is 

no responsibilty about correctness by Mashup Factory.  

5.2 User Guide  

The User Guide for the Service Mashup implementation provided by the Mashup Factory can 

be found at[1].  

A general description of Mashup Factory can be found[2].  

The remainder of the document describes how to deploy a BPEL process so the ActiveBPEL 

engine can execute it.  

To deploy a BPEL process, you must create and install a deployment archive containing your 

BPEL process files. To do this, you will use the jar utility, which means you will need a Java 

SDK.  

Any version of the JDK should work. BPEL processes deployment has been tested using the 

1.4.1 SDK.  

5.2.1 Deploying Your BPEL Process 

Deploying a BPEL process involves creating a deployment archive file (a JAR with an 

extension of ".bpr") and copying that to your servlet container. To create this archive, you 

need to organize your files into a particular directory structure, create one or two 

configuration files, and then create an archive from that directory.  

Create a directory for your deployment files; we'll name it mybpel in this example. Create the 

subdirectories  

   * bpel 

   * META-INF 

   * wsdl 

   * partners (optional) 

The WSDL catalog (wsdlCatalog.xml) file, partner definition (.pdef) files, and process 

deployment descriptor (.pdd) files are described in "ActiveBPEL Engine File Formats" 

(file_formats.txt).  

As an example, let's say you have one BPEL file my_process.bpel and two WSDL files 

service1.wsdl and service2.wsdl. Your directory structure would look something like this:  

   mybpel 

       META-INF 

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Service%20Mashup%20-%20Mashup%20Factory%20-%20User%20and%20Programmer%20Guide
http://www.laboratories.telekom.com/public/English/Netzwerk/Documents/MashupFactoryBeta_UserManual__english.pdfhttp:/www.laboratories.telekom.com/public/English/Netzwerk/Documents/MashupFactoryBeta_UserManual__english.pdf
http://www.laboratories.telekom.com/public/English/Netzwerk/Documents/MashupFactory_10.pdfhttp:/www.laboratories.telekom.com/public/English/Netzwerk/Documents/MashupFactory_10.pdf
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           wsdlCatalog.xml 

       bpel 

           my_process.bpl 

       my_process.pdd 

       wsdl 

           service1.wsdl 

           service2.wsdl 

The partners directory is not necessary unless you have .pdef files.  

Using this directory structure, create the archive and copy it to your servlet container. Here's 

how you would deploy your BPEL process to Tomcat (remove "partners" from the jar 

command if you don't have a partners directory):  

Windows:  

   C:\> cd mybpel 

   C:\mybpel> jar cf mybpel.bpr *.pdd META-INF bpel partners wsdl 

   C:\> cp mybpel.bpr $CATALINA_HOME/bpr 

Unix:  

   % cd mybpel 

   % jar cf mybpel.bpr *.pdd META-INF bpel partners wsdl 

   % cp mybpel.bpr $CATALINA_HOME/bpr 

It is fine for more than one .bpel file or .pdd file to live in the same .bpr deployment archive.  

Your WSDL files could live anywhere, even on another machine. Packaging them inside the 

.pdd lets the BPEL engine get to them quicker.  

5.2.2 The Engine 

If the ActiveBPEL engine is running, soon after you deploy your BPEL process the 

ActiveBPEL engine will notice the .bpr file and read it. Your BPEL process is ready to use.  

See "Starting the ActiveBPEL Engine" in install_engine.txt for instructions on starting and 

stopping the engine.  

"Engine Status Information" in install_engine.txt describes how to view the runtime status of 

Web services, the engine, and BPEL processes.  
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6 Light Semantic Composition - User and 
Programmer Guide 

You can find the content of this chapter as well in the wiki of fi-ware. 

6.1 Introduction 

This documentation is related to the Light Semantic Composer which main target is to 

facilitate the design process of a Service Composition aided by semantics.  

6.2 Purpose 

The purpose of this document is to provide the getting-started guide for helping readers to 

get familiarized with the tools explaining the main functionality and providing some 

screenshots that will guide the process.  

6.3 Scope 

The scope of the document is to provide the functionalities regarding the Semantic 

Composer and therefore how to get a service composition aided by this components. To get 

more information about the rest of functionalities on the edtitor, please visit the Oryx Editor 

website to enter into detail: http://code.google.com/p/oryx-editor/  

6.4 Lightweight Semantic Composition 

The application is formed by four widgets: Composition Editor, Ontology Browser, Semantic 

Annotations and Service List. Each of these widgets shows an individual behaviour but all of 

them are related one to each other. In the editor page, selects the top menu option “Creating 

New Model” / “BPMN2.0 Process”:  

 Creating New Model --> BPMN2.0 Process  

 

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Light%20Semantic%20Composition%20-%20User%20and%20Programmer%20Guide
http://code.google.com/p/oryx-editor/
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:1.png
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After this selection we get to the main screen for creating the composition.  

 We have to choose Access without logging, so please select "yes"  

 
 

In one screen you can access to all the widgets exposed by the formed description  

 Click on the vertical panel with the arrow to show the rest of the widgets  

 Select the Tab Generate DataFlow  

 

6.5 Composition Editor 

It is the main tool and will drive the composition of services. Dragging and Dropping elements 

from the palette, the user can design the Service Composition based on the standard 

notation BPMN2.0. Through this notation, it is possible to interconnect any kind of service 

that can be aggregated into our composition following the work flow designed by the user. It 

is important to note that the aim of this tool is at providing the elements to create the flow in 

the composition.  

 We can drag and drop components from the pallet in the left side to the editor panel.  

 We can also add properties to each of the components selecting them with the panel 

in the right side.  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:Logging.png
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:2.png
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:Logging.png
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:2.png
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The editor also provides a tool for exporting and importing models in case you want to upload 

and edit an existing one or download the one that is being designed in this moment. In both 

cases the tool will need a valid BPMN2.0 file in XML format.  

 Click on the icon with the outgoing arrow for export  

 
 

 Click on the icon with the ingoing arrow for the import  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:0.png
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:Export.png
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:0.png
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:Export.png
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For the rest of functionality, please access to the Oryx Compositor documentation: 

http://code.google.com/p/oryx-editor/  

6.6 Ontology Browser Widget 

Once the user has designed the composition as a set of service tasks[1] connected through 

a common workflow, the next step is to bind each of these individual tasks with some 

external service that will actually implement it. This task binding is performed on behalf of the 

user by a backend semantic matchmaking algorithm which matches composition tasks with 

real available services . This matching approach requires that the user describes each 

composition task using light semantic annotations selected from concepts of some domain 

specific vocabularies or ontologies.  

Once the user select a domain specific ontology, the user can define the nature of each of 

the tasks that participates in the composition, and latter on the application will suggest to the 

user real services that semantically matches with the description in order to obtain the 

desired result.  

[1] In BPMN a task is a single unit of work that a process consists of. A service task is a task 

executed by invoking an external service  

 

 Click on the combo "Select Ontolgy" abd select the ontology  

 Click on the button "Load" to see the ontology as a tree  

http://code.google.com/p/oryx-editor/
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:Import.png
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The next step after designing the composite flow and selecting the ontology is to describe 

each task by attaching to it annotations that refer to concepts taken from the selected 

ontology. Every task will be defined by annotations such as Functional Requirements, Input, 

Output and Non Functional Requirements. Once the ontology is loaded and the task is 

selected in the composition, we can select one concept from the ontology and assign its 

value to one out of the former four features of the task through the combo box provided by 

the widget.  

 Select one concept on the Ontology  

 Scroll down in the widget to the bottom  

 Select in the combo "Annotation Type" the desired type of annotation on the selected 

item  

 Click in the button "Add" to add the concept to the annotation.  

 

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:4.png
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:5.png
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:4.png
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:5.png
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6.7 Semantic Annotations Widget 

The functionality of this widget is to show the current annotations attached to each task. The 

user can browse through the task to check how the values of the annotations showed by this 

widget changes as the user selects another task in the composition.  

 Select an item on the design pallet  

 Scroll up and down through the widget to see all the Concepts assotiated to the 

Annotations on the selected item  

 
 

On the other hand, once the user has finished annotating a task the button “search” will 

display in the following widget the services that the tool is able to semantically match with the 

described task. This action is in real time, since if the user changes one of the annotations 

and makes again the search the new results will be showed by the Services List Widget.  

 Select an item on the design pallet  

 Scroll down to the bottom to reach the button "Search"  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:6.png
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6.8 Services List Widget 

This widget has two main functionalities. The first one is to show the list of services that 

semantically matches with the annotations made by the user in the selected task. The name 

of the service, the operation and the link to the description of the service will be shown in a 

table mode. The second functionality is related to the selection of one the services that 

comes from the services list. Only one service will be executed by the task, so it is the user 

who decides with a selective combo which of the candidate services will be bound to the 

task.  

 Select an item on the design pallet  

 Make all the annotations on the item following the above instructions  

 Select one of the listed services and click on "Bind" to associate the item to a 

concrete service  

 

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:7.png
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:8.png
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:7.png
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:8.png
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6.9 Limitations and recommendations 

This document does not describe the complete set of available functionalities provided by the 

first release prototype, whereby some functionality such as user authentication and model 

repository is not detailed. Moreover, the development roadmap for this GE implementation 

considers important changes in the Light Semantic Composition Editor UI, in particular with 

regards to the semantic widgets and the integration with other GE implementations 

(Marketplace, Repository), whereby new versions of this document will detail those changes.  
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7 Service Composition - User and Programmer 
Guide 

You can find the content of this chapter as well in the wiki of fi-ware. 

Disclaimer: The sustainability of this User and Programmer Guide cannot be guaranteed due 
to internal changes in the project consortium. 

The Ericsson Composition Engine (ECE) User and Programmer Guide can be found at 

http://compositionex.lab.fi-ware.eu/ACE/ECE_Advanced_Composition_User_Guide.pdf. 

Users that register to use the ECE automatically get a link to the user guide.  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Service%20Composition%20-%20User%20and%20Programmer%20Guide
http://compositionex.lab.fi-ware.eu/ACE/ECE_Advanced_Composition_User_Guide.pdf
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8 Mediator - User and Programmer Guide 
You can find the content of this chapter as well in the wiki of fi-ware. 

The Mediator it is based on the open source packages WSO2 ESB and Apache Camel. 

Moreover it includes custom TI code and custom virtual proxy configuration specifically 

developed for FIWARE. The current version of the Mediator does not provide remote API so 

the creation of mediation services can be only performed using WSO2 ESB funcionalities of 

the Mediator and its custom pages for coding Apache Routes through Java classes, detailed 

below (or any other open source tools focused on coding Apache Camel routes through Java 

classes). For these reasons the relevant User and Programming Guide, for the current 

release of the Mediator, are those related to the open source packages which the Mediator is 

based on.  

 1. Apache Synapse Virtual proxy 

 2. Apache Camel routes   

The user and programmer guide of these two open source technologies can be found 

respectively at:  

wso2-esb 4.0.0. User Guide 

(http://wso2.org/project/esb/java/4.0.0/docs/user_guide.html) 

Apache-camel 2.7.0 User Guide (http://camel.apache.org/manual/camel-

manual-2.7.0.pdf) 

8.1.1 Camel Routes Handling  

Mediator Web GUI has pages dedicated to Apache Camel Routes coding and handling. 

These pages allows to  

 view currently deployed Mediator Apache Routes  

 view an Apache Route code in Java and in XML  

 edit an Apache Route Java code (selecting "Full Java" and then "edit")  

 add an Apache Route to the Mediator, uploading an archive file. The archive (e.g.: 

routeName.zip) must structured as:  

o jar libraries in the root folder;  

o a directory (the name is the route name) in the root folder;  

o source java files and resources, inside the preceding folder, with package 

structure.  

o example image:  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Mediator%20-%20User%20and%20Programmer%20Guide
http://wso2.org/project/esb/java/4.0.0/docs/user_guide.html
http://wso2.org/project/esb/java/4.0.0/docs/user_guide.html
http://camel.apache.org/manual/camel-manual-2.7.0.pdf
http://camel.apache.org/manual/camel-manual-2.7.0.pdf
http://camel.apache.org/manual/camel-manual-2.7.0.pdf
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8.1.2 User Logs  

In the Monitoring tab, the User Logs custom entry shows a page with additional log 

informations:  

 Requests per User  

 Requests per User/Service  

 Last Requests  

To log this information for a WSO2 proxy service you have to add the custom 

LoggingMediator at the start of the inSequence of the proxy service. Usage example:  

 <inSequence> 

        <class 

name="it.telecomitalia.ictlab.logging.mediator.LoggingMediator"> 

           <property name="otherInfoXpath"> 

              <otherInfoXpath /> 

           </property> 

           <property name="dbConnection"> 

              <dbConnection>                         

                 

<url>jdbc:h2:repository/database/WSO2CARBON_DB</url>                         

                 <username>wso2carbon</username>                         

                 <password>wso2carbon</password>                         

                 <driver>org.h2.Driver</driver>                     

              </dbConnection> 

           </property> 

        </class> 

  [...] 

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:Mediator_TI_camelRouteSample.PNG
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8.1.3 Examples  

In the following we describe examples of the Mediation Services definition via WSO2 ESB 

and Apache Camel, written following the above guides.  

8.1.3.1 WSO2 ESB  

Example 1: Protocol Transformation TCP2HTTP 

<proxy xmlns="http://ws.apache.org/ns/synapse" 

name="TCPServiceExample" transports="tcp" startOnLoad="true"> 

  <target> 

     <endpoint> 

        <address uri="http://<ServiceExample url>" /> 

     </endpoint> 

     <outSequence> 

        <send /> 

     </outSequence> 

  </target> 

</proxy> 

Example 2: WS-Security 

Virtual proxy configuration that adds WS-Security to the unsecured target service 

"ServiceExample"  

<proxy xmlns="http://ws.apache.org/ns/synapse" 

name="SecuredServiceExampleProxy" transports="https" 

startOnLoad="true"> 

 <target> 

    <inSequence> 

       <header xmlns:wsse="http://docs.oasis-

open.org/wss/2004/01/oasis-200401-wss-wssecurity-secext-1.0.xsd" 

name="wsse:Security" action="remove" /> 

    </inSequence> 

    <endpoint> 

       <address uri="http://<ServiceExample URL>" /> 

    </endpoint> 

    <outSequence> 

       <send /> 

    </outSequence> 

 </target> 

 <enableSec /> 

http://ws.apache.org/ns/synapse
http://
http://ws.apache.org/ns/synapse
http://docs.oasis-open.org/wss/2004/01/oasis-200401-wss-wssecurity-secext-1.0.xsd
http://docs.oasis-open.org/wss/2004/01/oasis-200401-wss-wssecurity-secext-1.0.xsd
http://
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 <policy key="conf:/repository/axis2/service-

groups/SecuredServiceExampleProxy/services/SecuredServiceExampleProx

y/policies/UTOverTransport" /> 

</proxy> 

Example 2.2 

The above example separating endpoint and proxy definition and adding validation, log, wsdl 

published handling.  

Endpoint definition:  

 <endpoint xmlns="http://ws.apache.org/ns/synapse" 

name="posAdapter"> 

  <address uri="http://polaris.cselt.it:9763/services/PosAdapter" > 

     <suspendOnFailure> 

        <errorCodes>101504</errorCodes> 

        <initialDuration>1000</initialDuration> 

        <progressionFactor>1.0</progressionFactor> 

        <maximumDuration>30000</maximumDuration> 

     </suspendOnFailure> 

     <markForSuspension> 

        <errorCodes>101504</errorCodes> 

        <retriesBeforeSuspension>5000</retriesBeforeSuspension> 

        <retryDelay>5000</retryDelay> 

     </markForSuspension> 

     <timeout> 

        <duration>180000</duration> 

        <responseAction>discard</responseAction> 

     </timeout> 

  </address> 

 </endpoint> 

              

Proxy Service definition:  

 <proxy xmlns="http://ws.apache.org/ns/synapse" 

name="PosAdapterProxy" transports="https" statistics="enable" 

trace="enable" startOnLoad="true"> 

  <target endpoint="posAdapter"> 

     <inSequence> 

        <class 

name="it.telecomitalia.ictlab.logging.mediator.LoggingMediator"> 

           <property name="otherInfoXpath"> 

              <otherInfoXpath /> 

http://ws.apache.org/ns/synapse
http://polaris.cselt.it:9763/services/PosAdapter
http://ws.apache.org/ns/synapse
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           </property> 

           <property name="dbConnection"> 

              <dbConnection>                         

                 

<url>jdbc:h2:repository/database/WSO2CARBON_DB</url>                         

                 <username>wso2carbon</username>                         

                 <password>wso2carbon</password>                         

                 <driver>org.h2.Driver</driver>                     

              </dbConnection> 

           </property> 

        </class> 

        <log level="full" /> 

        <validate> 

           <schema 

key="gov:/schemas/it/telecomitalia/ictlab/posadapterschema/PosAdapte

rSchema.xsd" /> 

           <resource 

location="../ictcommondatamodelschema/ICTCommonDataModelSchema.xsd" 

key="gov:/schemas/it/telecomitalia/ictlab/ictcommondatamodelschema/I

CTCommonDataModelSchema.xsd" /> 

           <on-fail> 

              <sequence 

key="conf:/repository/synapse/default/sequences/validationFaultSeque

nce" /> 

           </on-fail> 

        </validate> 

        <header xmlns:wsse="http://docs.oasis-

open.org/wss/2004/01/oasis-200401-wss-wssecurity-secext-1.0.xsd" 

name="wsse:Security" action="remove" /> 

     </inSequence> 

     <outSequence> 

        <log level="full" /> 

        <validate> 

           <schema 

key="gov:/schemas/it/telecomitalia/ictlab/posadapterschema/PosAdapte

rSchema.xsd" /> 

           <resource 

location="../ictcommondatamodelschema/ICTCommonDataModelSchema.xsd" 

key="gov:/schemas/it/telecomitalia/ictlab/ictcommondatamodelschema/I

CTCommonDataModelSchema.xsd" /> 

           <on-fail> 

http://docs.oasis-open.org/wss/2004/01/oasis-200401-wss-wssecurity-secext-1.0.xsd
http://docs.oasis-open.org/wss/2004/01/oasis-200401-wss-wssecurity-secext-1.0.xsd
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              <sequence 

key="conf:/repository/synapse/default/sequences/validationLogSequenc

e" /> 

           </on-fail> 

        </validate> 

        <send /> 

     </outSequence> 

  </target> 

  <publishWSDL 

key="gov:/wsdls/it/telecomitalia/ictlab/posadapter/_2009_11/posAdapt

er.wsdl"> 

     <resource 

location="../../../../../../schemas/it/telecomitalia/ictlab/ictcommo

ndatamodelschema/ICTCommonDataModelSchema.xsd" 

key="gov:/schemas/it/telecomitalia/ictlab/ictcommondatamodelschema/I

CTCommonDataModelSchema.xsd" /> 

     <resource 

location="../../../../../../schemas/it/telecomitalia/ictlab/posadapt

erschema/PosAdapterSchema.xsd" 

key="gov:/schemas/it/telecomitalia/ictlab/posadapterschema/PosAdapte

rSchema.xsd" /> 

     <resource 

location="../ictcommondatamodelschema/ICTCommonDataModelSchema.xsd" 

key="gov:/schemas/it/telecomitalia/ictlab/ictcommondatamodelschema/I

CTCommonDataModelSchema.xsd" /> 

  </publishWSDL> 

  <enableSec /> 

  <policy key="conf:/repository/axis2/service-

groups/PosAdapterProxy/services/PosAdapterProxy/policies/UTOverTrans

port" /> 

 </proxy> 

8.1.3.2 Apache Camel  

Camel Route example:  

 public class PosRestMediator extends RouteBuilder { 

    

   private String POS_SERVICE_ENDPOINT = 

"http://polaris.cselt.it:9763/PosServiceRest"; 

   private String POS_SERVICE_SCHEMA = "posServiceRestSchema.xsd";  

    

   @Override 

   public void configure() throws Exception { 

http://polaris.cselt.it:9763/PosServiceRest
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       //Register custom XSLTUriResolver in Spring Application 

Context (registry) 

       SpringCamelContext camelContext = 

(SpringCamelContext)getContext(); 

       XmlWebApplicationContext context = 

(XmlWebApplicationContext)camelContext.getApplicationContext(); 

       DefaultListableBeanFactory beanFactory = 

(DefaultListableBeanFactory) context.getBeanFactory(); 

       try { 

           beanFactory.registerSingleton("XsltURIResolver", new 

XsltURIResolver()); 

       } catch (Exception e) { 

           e.printStackTrace(); 

       } 

        

       //PosService 

       from("servlet:///posService?matchOnUriPrefix=true") 

       .streamCaching() 

       .to("log:logger") 

       .to("direct:validatePosService") 

       .choice() 

           .when(new AuthPredicate("PosService")) 

               .process(new DbLogProcessor()) 

               .removeHeader("Authorization") 

               .to(POS_SERVICE_ENDPOINT + 

"/rest?bridgeEndpoint=true&throwExceptionOnFailure=false") 

               .to("log:logger") 

               .to("direct:validatePosService") 

               .to("log:logger") 

           .otherwise() 

               .to("direct:return401_3") 

       .end(); 

        

       //WADL 

       from("servlet:///posService/wadl") 

       .to(POS_SERVICE_ENDPOINT + 

"/rest/application.wadl?bridgeEndpoint=true") 

       .setHeader("importSchema", new 

ConstantExpression(POS_SERVICE_SCHEMA)) 
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       .process(new BaseUrlProcessor("camelServices/posService")) 

       .to("xslt:wadl.xsl"); 

        

        

       //Schema import 

       from("servlet:///posService/" + POS_SERVICE_SCHEMA) 

       .to(POS_SERVICE_ENDPOINT + "/" + POS_SERVICE_SCHEMA 

+"?bridgeEndpoint=true") 

       .setHeader("Content-Type", new 

ConstantExpression("application/xml")); 

        

       //HTML docs 

       from("servlet:///posService/doc") 

       .to(POS_SERVICE_ENDPOINT + 

"/rest/application.wadl?bridgeEndpoint=true") 

       .setHeader("importSchema", new 

ConstantExpression(POS_SERVICE_SCHEMA)) 

       .process(new BaseUrlProcessor("camelServices/posService")) 

       .to("xslt:wadl.xsl") 

       

.to("xslt:wadl_documentation.xsl?transformerFactoryClass=net.sf.saxo

n.TransformerImpl&uriResolver=XsltURIResolver"); 

        

        

       //PosService XSD validation 

       from("direct:validatePosService") 

       .choice() 

           .when(header("Content-

Type").isEqualTo("application/xml")) 

               .to("log:validationLogger") 

               .to("validator:" + POS_SERVICE_ENDPOINT + "/" + 

POS_SERVICE_SCHEMA) 

               .to("log:validationLogger") 

       .end(); 

        

     //Prepare 401 unauthorized response 

       from("direct:return401_3") 

       .setHeader(Exchange.HTTP_RESPONSE_CODE, new 

ConstantExpression("401")) 
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       .setHeader("WWW-Authenticate", new ConstantExpression("Basic 

realm=\"WSO2\"")) 

       .setBody(new ConstantExpression("")) 

       .removeHeader("Authorization"); 

                

   } 

 } 


